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Abstract: With the increase in the number of e-services, there is a sharp increase in online financial transactions these
days. These services require a strong authentication scheme to validate the users of these services and allow access to
the resources for strong security. Since two-factor authentication ensures the required security strength, various
organizations employ biometric-based or Smart Card or Cryptographic Token-based methods to ensure the safety of
user accounts. But most of these methods require a verifier table for validating users at a server. This poses a security
threat of stolen-verifier attack. To address this issue, there is a strong need for authentication schemes for e-services that
do not require a verifier table at the server. Therefore, this paper proposes the design of an authentication scheme for eservices which should be resistant to various attacks including a stolen verifier attack. The paper will also discuss: 1)
The proposed scheme analyzed for security provided against the known authentication attacks 2) The concept
implementation of the proposed scheme.

Index Terms: Graphical Password, Two-factor Authentication, e-commerce, Smart Card, Stolen-verifier Attack.

1. Introduction
With the expeditious growth of the web technologies (with specific emphasis on the websites that focus on userfriendly nature, and security of the user accounts) along with the other sophisticated technologies, every organization is
competing to provide its services in
e-mode and as a result, in the last few years, there has been an enormous
growth in e-services such as online shopping, online banking, etc. [16, 24]. However, the increased use of these services
without adequate knowledge of possible threats and the implementation of proper security mechanisms especially
strong authentication has led to an increase in the number of online frauds [13, 15]. To protect these services and
guarantee the safety of accounts, Two-factor Authentication is employed to improve the security strength.
Various two-factor authentication methods using Smart cards, Cryptographic tokens, and Biometrics that are
available today [34].Multi modal biometric authentication system also used for the justification of false rejection and
false acceptance[36].There are two factor authentication schemes which were developed to overcome phishing attacks
which proved to be an expensive to implement in real time applications[37].Other than Smart Card based schemes,
most of the Biometric or Cryptographic Token-based schemes require a verifier table at the server to validate the user.
This verifier table requirement may lead to a stolen verifier attack wherein the attacker, if gets the database access, may
steal the verifier table and perform offline guessing to figure out the user’s password. There is always a tradeoff
between usability and security while providing both the facilities to the user in e-services [35].
Given the simplicity and cost-effectiveness supported with a better security outcome, the authentication methods
using Smart Cards have always attracted a majority of the researchers to develop Smart Card based verification schemes,
but none of them came up with an effective verification table provided at the server too [4,12]. None of these protocols
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were analyzed for security using formal verification. Besides, none of the papers discussed the implementation and
realization of the respective proposed schemes for web-based services.
Hence, the objective of the research is to design a two factor graphical password authentication scheme which does
not maintain password table at server. Following are characteristics of the proposed scheme:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

A Two factor-based Scheme wherein the second factor can be a USB Token / a Smart Card
Graphical Password for Usability
Offers Dynamic ID for each login
Suitable for Web-based services
Offer protection against known authentication attacks such as replay, guessing, stolen verifier attack, etc.
A Secure Mutual Authentication Scheme
Authenticated Key Generation

This paper is organized into seven sections. Section one gives an introduction. Section 2, deals with the literature
survey. Section 3, deals with methodology. Section 4, explains the proposed scheme. Section 5, discusses the analysis
of the security projected by the scheme. The details of implementation are given in section 6, and the conclusion and
future work is given in section 7.

2. Literature Survey
In 2010, Akram et al [25] proposed a two-factor authentication scheme, which is secure against ID theft, guessing
attacks. During the login phase, the user has to choose a file password. This contains the user-created text. This is
hashed by the client, in addition the user enters two upper case letters then the client applies a hash to the hashed pass
file plus these two upper case letters. This is the actual password. This is sent to the server. The server does
computations and generates parameters and is stored in a smart card. It is sent to the user by the secure channel. During
authentication, the user inserts the smart card and selects the pass file, and enters two upper case letters. The server
computes the parameters and compares them with the stored parameters if matched gives access.
In 2009 Misbahuddin et al [26] proposed user-friendly two-factor-based authentication. During the registration
phase, the user selects images displayed by the server in a grid format and describes the image which is taken as a text
password. Also enters image number in the password field. After submitting user details to the server, the server
computes secret parameter stores in a file this is sent through a secure channel to the user to save at his PC or a
removable device if registering from the public system. During login, the user enters his ID and the system tries to
locate the secret smart card file. It checks the validly of the ID if it is valid displays the images in a grid format, then the
user enters his password. The password is locally verified by the smart card if it is valid then it goes for the key
agreement phase else reject the request. This scheme is secure against many attacks. It works in wired network.
In 2015, Sreeja et al [27] proposed a secure two-way authentication using DNA cryptography and steganography.
During registration, the user has to select a text password and has to select an image. The text password is converted
into cipher text with a DNA code and is embedded into the image using steganography. The hash value of stego image
is calculated and saved by the server. At the time of login, the same stego image value is compared. This scheme is
secure against many attacks but is not secure for stolen verifier attacks, as it maintains a password table at the server.
In 2019 Nikita Zujevs [28] proposed a scheme based on the graphical password. At the time of registration, several
images are shown in a single picture. There are many pictures of this type. The user has to select one of those pictures
as a password. There is an option of deleting or inserting an image in the given picture. During login, the pictures of a
different combination of images will be displayed user has to click on his picture password. The drawback of this
scheme is storing these passwords in a database, as the hash of the symbols may not match with the hash of the symbols
stored during registration.
In 2018 Xian Chu et al [29] proposed a scheme for login into websites. After the registration of user, during login
user is challenged with 9 different pages and asked to click on the images he recently visited. If the user selects the
correct images he will be allowed access else denied. Authors claim that this provides usability, security, and efficiency.
Prediction of user behavior towards browsing the web pages is not an easy task that needs a more detailed study of the
user.
In 2019, Azad et al [30] proposed a hybrid authentication scheme is the combination of two independent
authentication schemes pass point and Press touch code. During registration at different pass points, PTC is recorded.
During login if the user repeats the same he will be granted access otherwise an error and retry message will be
displayed on the screen.
In 2018, Bilal et al [31] proposed a 2-D graphical password scheme, during registration user asked to draw a
graphical password. The graphical password is mapped on a textual password and stored in the database. During sign-in
user has to remember the shapes 2-D graphical password and draw it in the same shape as drawn in registration.
Authors claim that this is secure against dictionary attack, brute force attack. The time required for login and
computational speed is concerned factor which is not discussed.
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In 2014, Shradda, et al [32] proposed an authentication scheme for a cloud application. The password is designed
based on the user name, the server does calculations based on the user name and provides a set of 100 images in that
user has to select 2 images, and the server itself add two more images. These four images are stored as a password. At
the time of login, the user has to enter his username then the server displays a set of 100 images the user has to select
pre-defined images. Then the server adds two images accordingly and compares this with the stored password. Then
gives access if the password matches else access denied. The main drawback of this scheme is the memory
requirements to save all the images. This scheme is not secure against brute force attack and shoulder surfing attack.
In 2009, Misbahuddin et al [33] proposed two factors authentication scheme for multi-server architecture. Users
can access all the services under this service provider SP or trusted RC, if he registers once. Initially, the user has to
enter his credentials on the RC, and then RC computes sends 9 images in the grid format, these three grids one after
another are displayed at the client side. The user selects images and enters the password in the space provided from
numbers displayed with images. Then the system concatenates all the passwords and applies hash send it to the
registration center RC. The registration center does computations and generates secret parameters and stores it on a java
card and issue a smart card through a secure channel to the user. During login, the user has to insert the smart card and
open the service providers' website. Users Identity is validated by the smart card than by the server. If credentials are
valid service provider gives a challenge-response by displaying images. The user has to enter the corresponding number
of his password images; client computes parameters and sends to server if these match with parameters stored at server
access will be given. This scheme is secure against shoulder surfing, stolen verifier attacks. This scheme is only
applicable to wired networks.
All the above papers are related to graphical passwords, none of them covered the security and usability aspect like
the proposed scheme. Drawbacks of the method [25] is vulnerable to shoulder surfing attack, [26],[33] are better
techniques works for wired network scenario.[27] is not secure against the stolen verifier attack.[28] has an issue with
storing the passwords in the database. [29] Has difficulty in predicting user behavior, needs a detailed study of the user.
[30][31] are having usability issues.

3. Methodology
The motivation behind this scheme is people recognize images easily than text. This scheme aims to make the user
an easy log in by providing pre-selected images for remembering his password. At the registration time, either user has
to upload his images or the server provides images for setting the password. For efficient access user is advised to use
low-resolution images. Initially, the user sends a registration request for Selecting a User ID, nex he has to clarify
Whether he is opting i) User selected images or ii) Server provided images. Also has to clarify whether is using his
personal computer or public computer. When the user submits a registration request, the server checks the availability
of the ID, if it is available; the server sends a set of images and is displayed on the client-side 3X3 image grid. Then the
user selects three images at the rate of one image from each grid. Then the client does a hash operation on each image,
the hash image values are applied to exclusively OR gate, the result is stored in the hash form at the server is called Pwi.
After getting Pwi server do computations and generate parameters also creates a user profile The portfolio images and
the parameters are stored in the smart card and are sent to the user by the secure channel. When the user wants login he
inserts the smart card into the system and sends the login request. After verification of digital certificates by both sides,
the server sends portfolio images to the user. The user selects the password as per the procedure discussed above. The
client does computations and sends the parameter to the server. Then server and client do mutual authentication and
generate a key for further whole communication between server and client.

4. Proposed Scheme
The proposed authentication scheme designed for e-services is presented in this section. The proposed scheme
can be implemented with Smart Cards or USB tokens. There are three phases in this authentication scheme, namely,
Registration Phase, Login Phase, and Mutual Authentication & Session Key Generation Phase
4.1. Preliminary requirements
The scheme uses a graphical password technique as an alternative to a text password. In the process of registration,
user is asked to upload 27 images; the system arranges the uploaded images in three frames consisting of 9 images each.
It is requested to select low-resolution images to decrease processing time. The logic in giving choice to the user to
upload images is that the user can easily recognize the images during the login phase. The user-uploaded images will
allow the system to have a larger password space.
When the user starts the registration process, he is asked to select User ID followed by setting the image password
which is displayed on three 3X3 frames displayed one after the other. Figure 1, shows a sample frame of 3x3 frames out
of the three frames displayed at the time of the registration phase
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Fig.1. 3X3 Image format

The user has to select one image from each frame and also enter its number in the box provided. In Fig..1 there are
eight images. Each image is represented by a number called image ID. Here it should be noted that at each login time
the image IDs are assigned dynamically to each image in the grid.
After the selection of three images, the client applies a hash to each image and then all hashed values of the three
images are XORed; the resultant value is stored at the server in the hash form is called Pwi. During the login process
h(ID) will be verified and then images 3X3 frame will be displayed to select his password which he has set during
registration.
4.2. Registration Phase
To execute the registration phase in a secure environment it is recommended through HTTPS. When 'Ui', a user
willing to register with a 'S' server, proceeds as follows:
Step R1: Ui submits ID to the server ‘S’ for registration
Step R2: When the user inputs are received, the server checks its records to confirm the input data of h (ID i), when
the server finds the ID availability, it sends the images to the client, and the client displays at the user end as a 3X3 of 3
grids of images one after the other. This allows the user to set his image password.
Step R3: Out of the 27 images Ui selects a total of three images at the rate one image from each of the grid. The
password Pwi is submitted by the client to the server S, in addition to the portfolio images set which has 27 images and
this is a combination of the user’s secret image plus randomly selected images.
Step R4: When server S receives h (Pwi), will compute as given below:
Vi =Qi ⊕ h(Pwi | | IDi); where Qi = h(yi | | IDi)
Hi = h(Qi); and Gi = h(x ⊕ h (IDi ))
Where Concatenation of Internet Protocol (IP) address & current time is given by yi
Step R5: user profile is created by Server S and stores h(IDi), h(yi), and the portfolio images. The smart card is
personalized by the server and sent to the user by a secure channel that contains the parameters as {V i, Gi, yi, Hi,}.
4.3. Login phase
Each time ‘Ui', a registered user, plans to login to the server 'S' for access to the resources, he inserts the smart card
into the reader or if he possesses USB token then he attaches it to the system and proceeds with the next step as:
Step L1: Login request from Ui
Step L2: Once the server receives the login request, it sends the login page and its Digital Certificate containing its
public key.
Step L3: The client evaluates Hi*=h(h(IDi | | yi)) immediately after the user enters his ID i; compares Hi* with Hi
(which is already stored in smart card); If both values are matched it generates ‘Pi’a random secret.
Step L4: Client also computes Ri=h(Pi) ⊕ h(IDi); and Encrypts the parameters Pi, Ri, and h(yi) as
Si = EKUs (Ri, Pi, h (yi)), With server’s public key and sends encrypted message Si to Server.
Step L5: With its private key server decrypts the received Si which is given by DKRs(Pi, Ri, h(yi)).
Step L6: Server checks the validity of h(yi) and h(IDi) after computing h(IDi) = h(Pi) ⊕ Ri, once it finds valid then
computes h(Pi+1);
Step L7:’Pj'random secret is generated by the server 'S' as well as the user's portfolio images are retrieved by it.
Step L8: After computing Ji = Eh (Pi+1) (Images, Pj) by the server, the same is sent to the user.
Step L9: The client after receiving J i decrypts as
Dh (Pi+1)(images, Pj) and displays images for the user to
enter the image password.
Pi is transmitted in the encrypted form, if an attacker gets he cannot generate h(Pi+1) which is a very important step
in resisting the phishing attack.
Step L10: PWi is the password entered by the user Ui.
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Step L11: Hash of Vi* is compared with Hi after computing Vi* = h(Pwi || IDi) ⊕Vi; If both are equal then
computes
Step L12: Ci = h(h(Pj+1) ⊕Gi);
Step L13: User ‘Ui’ sends Ci to the Server ‘S’
4.4. Mutual Authentication & Key Generation Phase
The server does the following computations after receiving Ci from the client:
Step V1: Ci’ = h(h(Pj+1) ⊕ Gi') and Gi'=h(h(IDi) ⊕ x); compares Ci with Ci', if both are not equal, the request for
the log in is failed or else both server and client generate the secret key for the present session as given below:
Session key, Sk =h(Pj+1) ⊕h(h(Pi+1) ⊕Gi)
From here onwards encryption is done using the above session key to the whole communication between client and
server.
4.5. Password Change Phase
Every registered user has the facility of password reset option any time by initiating the password change option;
however, he will be able to use the password change request only after a successful login. As all the communication is
encrypted with the help of a session key, hence password change phase is also run in a secure environment. Whenever a
client opts for resetting the old password, the following steps to be are carried out:
Step C1: As step one, a number Pk is generated randomly, encrypted with the session key given by E Sk(Pk) by the
client, and submits to the server.
Step C2: Once the server gets ESk(Pk) from the client, it carries out the process to decrypt it as D Sk(Pk) and confirm
the validity of the nonce by checking its freshness. If the validity is established, creates P k+1 selects a random set of
images and encrypts with Sk.
Step C3: In this stage, the ESk(Image set, Pk+1) is sent to the client from the server.
Step C4: The client receives the ESk(Image set, Pk+1) from the server and proceeds to decrypt as D Sk(Image set,
Pk+1) and tests for the freshness of a nonce, based on the validity it displays the images.
Step C5: The user resets his old password by selecting images and submits Pwi* to the client.
Step C6: The Client works out the values for Vi* = Qi  h(PWi*)| |IDi ); It then restores Vi with Vi’.
Step C7: The contents of the smart card are then updated by the client as {G i, Vi’, Hi,yi};
Step C8: The set of portfolio images, along with P k+2 are then sent to the server by the client.
Step C9: The server receives the data sent by the client and updates the client profile after confirming the validity
of the freshness of random numbers.
The reset password phase needs the client to carry on a series of essential steps for executing the password change
option and updating the data on the smart card. As the client carries out all the functions, the computational and
communication cost is much reduced at the server end. Fig.s 2, 3, and 4 given below represent the Registration stage,
the Mutual Authentication & Key Generation stage, and the Password reset stages respectively.

Fig.2. Phase of Registration

Fig.3. Phase of Authentication & Key Agreement
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Fig.4. Phase of Password Change

5. Security Analysis
A detailed analysis of the security concerns as proposed by this protocol in terms of the variety of attacks on the
scheme along with the possible threats on POC implementation is presented in this section.
5.1. Replay attack
When crucial messages like Si, Ji, and Ci are intercepted by the adversary during communication and later on
replayed to gain access, the attack will not be successful as the user-defined factors are evaluated using random nonce
values which are to be cross verified by the receiver for freshness (Server/client). The nonce values are always
transmitted in encrypted form so replay attack cannot be performed unless Pi and Pj’s knowledge.
5.2. Insider attack
The insider attack, as the name suggests, is carried out by a raider who happens to be a part of the organization and
so has easy access to the user information, which is either used by the raider himself or passed on to others to gain
access. The proposed scheme with its unique POC stores all the user credentials in the form of an irreversible message
digest on the database at the server. As none of the information is stored in the form of plain text, the raider's attempt to
gain access is curtailed successfully.
5.3. Stolen verifier attack
As the name suggests, the verifier information for password verification is stolen by the raider from the server, to
use it later on for password verification. But as the proposed scheme doesn’t store any verifier table at the server, this
attack will not be possible.
5.4. Server spoofing attack
In L9 step, the Server sends Ji to the User, in this way it communicates. The attacker if wants to spoof successfully
must create Ji with the help of h(Pi+1).Pi/Pi+1 never transmitted, so the attacker never gets h(P i+1).If the attacker
computes Ji’ and sends it by creating h(Pi+1)’ this can be easily detected during the evaluation of L10, step by the client
system. In this way, users are protected from masquerader server by the scheme.
5.5. Theft/Loss of Smart Card / USB Token
In case the Smart Card / USB token is lost, which stores the parameters G i, Vi ,Hi and yi, and a raider gets these,
the secret PWi of the user or the master secret ‘x’ of the server are unavailable to the raider because of the parameters in
the proposed scheme. Because, to get the PWi, using Qi which is a message digest value, he has to perform an
exhaustive guessing stage offline to get the correct combination of ID / PWi pair. Such a trial and error procedure
requires enough effort and time during which the user may get a new card from the service provider. Also, retrieving
the master secret ‘x’ of the server is rather impossible because Gi requires the computation of h(x h(IDi)) where all
the two are unknown to the attacker.
5.6. Denial of Service Attack
This kind of attack is possible only when the raider holds a high profile in the organization and so is capable of
modifying the user credentials stored in the server. Once the raider successfully replaces the user file with a new digest,
the user is denied the login with the valid credentials provided by the user. Hence it is named as the denial of the service
attack. But the suggested framework is strong enough to foil such attacks because the server doesn't store any kind of
secret information.
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5.7. Implicit Key Authentication:
When a user Authentication scheme provides a secret key with its values known to the server and the client only, it
is referred to as the implicit key authentication scheme. The proposed scheme achieves implicit key authentication as
the secret session key is created are never transmitted over the channel
A. Key confirmation
As the name suggests, this authentication scheme involves confirmation of the same secret key by both the client
and the server. Hence the proposed scheme assures the same shared secret because both client and server utilize the
same validated parameters for the generation of a session key.
B. Known key security
This kind of security scheme comes with the added advantage of the raider failing to derive or guess an access key
to a new session from the old keys he had been able to acquire or get their compromised versions. This attribute of this
security scheme makes it foolproof as every new session uses keys that are independent of the earlier versions, thus
making them computationally inaccessible.
The proposed scheme offers known-key security because each session key is dynamic due to the use of the random
numbers in every session. Moreover, the session key is never transmitted during the key generation phase avoiding the
interception of the key. In the case, if an adversary gets the earlier session keys somehow, he cannot derive the new
session key as firstly the key is a message digest and secondly, it requires a correct guess of the random number p i using
exhaustive search which is practically time-consuming and difficult.
5.8. Storage of registration data
The stored registration data might also be a means to complete an attack. So the proposed scheme stores all the
user data in the form of secret questions and their answers are saved in the form of a digest that makes it irretrievable.
So, a raider fails to gain access as he couldn't get the correct answers provided by the user.
5.9. Secure computation
During the registration phase, the client-side computations are implemented with the help of applets which come
with a strong protocol in case of the safety of the codes and intermediate values used during the online communication.
This curtails the attempts of a raider to access the intermediate values to use them later to succeed with the attack.
Moreover, the additional computations like the Authentication and Password Change phases are also carried out using
the applets, EJB, and JSP for safety and security concern making it impossible for the raider to gain access.
5.10. Security of cookie
It has been discussed earlier that when a user uses a PC at any cyber caféor office, and he registers without a smart
card or a USB device by simply opting for the 'Public' option, he is allowed access by the server through a cookie type
downloadable smart card. Once the user downloads this cookie for registering, it is saved on the system with a validity
span of six hours and gets automatically erased for safety concerns.
In such a case, when the registered user leaves the system after some time, without deleting the cookie, an attacker
may find it still on the PC as its validity span hasn't finished. Then the attacker gains easy access to all the values like Gi,
Vi, Hi, and yi using it. But as the cookie has all the data stored in the form of a digest, the raider finds those values
irretrievable, thus making the cookie safe. In addition to this, the value of G i can be evaluated only with the master
secret known only to the server, with many other secret values used by the server.
5.11. Security against phishing attack
From steps L1 and L4 both client and server get the confirmation that the communication is between the
authorized participants. This is done by verifying the freshness of the values transmitted on the network in the form of
encrypted values. Afterward, the only client displays the images received from the server. Hence there is no chance of a
phishing attack.
5.12. Security against shoulder surfing attack
In the proposed scheme, at the time of registration phase, login phase and password change phase user enters
image numbers will be appears in the pattern XXXXXX. Even if a camera captures the above process does not reveal
the secret. Hence it can be concluded that this scheme is secure against shoulder surfing attack. At the time of each
login image numbers as well as the position of images are changing randomly. For the same image user has to enter
different number at every login.
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6. Proposed Concept Implementation and its Proof
The present section deals with the Proof of Concept Implementation (POC) of the scheme proposed. The Literature
Survey carried out as a part of the present study confirms that almost all the Dual Factor Smart Card based User
Authentication schemes use a Verifier Table at the Server. So, the present study is unique in its entire framework, as it
shows how the Two Factor Authentication process is fulfilled by completely avoiding the use of a verifier table at the
server.
This proposed scheme implementation should accomplish by the use of a variety of Java technologies so that highend security across the communicating channel should be ensured, for both the client and the server. This scheme
should use JavaScript and its Applets for all the computations at the client end, and the Servlet, the JSP, and the EJB
applications are used to carry out the computations and safer exchange of data or messages between the client and the
server, and even within different pages during a transaction. The database used for the proposed scheme should be
PostgreSQL 12.0, with JBOSS 4.2.2.GA serving as an application server in the scheme. Though any Operating system
can be used to run the POC because of its platform-independent nature, the proposed technique should use MS
Windows for all the deployment at the server.
As the proposed scheme aims at providing high-end security across the complete transaction, HTTPS is used to
complete the registration process. Further, the second factor in the scheme for authentication is a Smart Card use, the
presence of a card reader on the system is mandatory to complete the authentication process successfully. Because all
the systems are not provided with a card reader, the implementation of this scheme on a wide range of applications
might become restricted due to this additional constraint. To overcome this restriction and improve the applicability of
the proposed scheme, the users are provided with two options: 'Public' & 'Personal' at the registration stage. The users
use these options while registering, as per the pattern discussed here:
1) In case a client logs in through multiple systems, as and where available to him or he opts to use a USB device
instead of a Smart Card, he has to select the option 'PUBLIC' before registering on the network. This selection initiates
the server to generate a link to download a 'Virtual Smart Card' file. This Virtual Smart Card file is at the server with the
client credentials. The client has to download it and save it on the USB device to proceed with the registration process
on different systems at different times.
2) And in case a user wishes to register through his system, the option 'Personal' is to be opted by the user. On this,
the server generates a virtual Smart Card when the client registers successfully. This virtual Smart Card should be saved
in an unknown location of which the user is unaware of.
3) The third situation is when the Public system is used by the client and opts not to use a USB device; a temporary
cookie for the client data should be created and is stored on the system by the server. As this cookie will be active for
specific time duration of six hours, it gets deleted automatically soon after the period is finished.
This leads to a question that once the cookie gets deleted either by the system or by the user, then what's the way
the client can log in later on, as there is no second feature of any kind to support the client login. With this aspect in
mind, the proposed POC is equipped with a backup technique to store the saved copies of the smart cards or cookies
generated for the clients. Due to this, the client can request for access to his account without a Virtual Smart Card, the
POC at the server gets active and shoots specific questions answered by the client during the registration stage. When
the answers are given by the client match with the data stored at the server, the system automatically sends the Virtual
Smart Card link copy from the POC backup node.
Registration Process: Fig. 5 gives the first stage of registration phase. The user has to select ID, it is checked by the
client if it is available then go to next step else ask to select another ID. This is done by the user by clicking on the
"Check Availability" option. This aspect, developed from AJAX. If the user ID is available and the user's registration
request is accomplished, the graphical password has to be set by the user is discussed in the proceeding stage.

Fig.5. Check ID availability
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Fig.6. Set image password

Fig. 6, shows the next stage after id selected by the user. This stage takes the client to a page with two options –
'Submit' & 'Next'. It consists of a grid of 3X3 images with image id, with an instruction “enter image number” with
three empty boxes. User can enter password in any of the box without following chronological order. Once user enters
image number as his password by seeing 9 images set and clicks next button, again one after another two more grids
displayed here also user has to see the images and enter text password in the reaming two boxes provided at the bottom
of the grid. On the selection of the 'Submit' option by the client, the applet calculates and generates the password hash
ready to be sent to the client. When the client clicks the 'Next' option, the server receives the h(ID i) and h(PWi) from the
client to continue with the registration stage server-based calculations. After user selects Id, graphical password, the
server asks the client to fill in the registration form with the details provided by him at the time of registration. This is
represented in Fig. 7. This form includes certain client-specific questions that are to be answered correctly only by the
client. In case of lost or unavailability of smart card file the same questions will be put as challenge response to the
user if he answers correctly, the server recovers the lost Smart Card file or prompts the client to reset the password.
This procedure will be discussed in detail later on. As soon as the client completes the above-mentioned registration
computations, A Virtual Smart Card is generated by the server. Based on the option selected by the user in case of the
second factor, the server either stores it in a secret location not known user or provides a downloadable link as depicted
in Fig. 8.
Authentication and Key Generation Process: In Fig. 9, during authentication phase the registered client submits the
registration request by selecting the login icon. The server generates the login page at the client end; the client enters his
ID after inserting the Smart card or the USB device.

Fig.7. User profile page

Fig.8. Soft smart card

Fig.9. Locating the second factor

At this stage, the server carries out its routine check to verify whether the system consists of the virtual smart card.
When it is found, the client is prompted to identify the second factor. Once the second-factor device is located and ID is
submitted by clicking the submit button, the password submission page is generated at the client-side by the server.
Now the user selects his image password and submits it. Here the client generates R i, Pi, and h(yi) and sends it to
the server after encrypting with the servers public key. When these are received, the server validates the user as per the
computations of the proposed scheme. On the successful accomplishment of the client authentication, a dynamic session
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key is created by both the user and the client for further communication episodes in the future. Login success and key
generation are depicted in Fig. 10.

Fig.10. Generating the session key

Password Change Process: The proposed scheme should be designed in such a way that the password change phase
updates can be made by the client himself on his smart card, without any need for connecting the device to the server.
This simplifies the password change process thereby enabling the client to change the password whenever and wherever
needed by using the external device. To change the old password, the server demands the login be done by the user. On
the login being successful, the server and the client gain a session key for the encrypted communication. When a client
submits the request for a change password by clicking the 'Change Password' button, an encrypted random number is
generated at the client end and is sent to the server. On this communication, the server initiates the decryption phase to
confirm the validity of the nonce by checking its newness. At this stage, the client is served with a page for the
password resetting, along with an encrypted fresh nonce and images for further authentication. On the receipt of this
page, the client goes to the options page, selects the new image password, and sends it to the server. The password
change scheme at the server computes the available data and completes the password change process by updating the
smart card with the latest parameters.
Forget Password: If the client forgets his password and requests to reset the password, he has to click the 'forget
password' link. The server asks the user to enter his ID and then prompts him to answer any three of the five secret
questions saved by the user at the time of his first registration on the server. These questions challenge the authenticity
of the user and provide necessary security on the channel (Fig. 11).

Fig.11. Secret questions page

If the answered are validated, the user is given access to the reset password page. On the successful completion of
the new password submission, the server carries out the computations for completing the password change procedure
following the proposed scheme. Finally, the smart card should be updated with the newly defined parameters and the
message will be sent to the server database.
6.1. Efficiency analysis of the proposed scheme
In the proposed scheme hash functions, XOR operators are used during computations at server and client side. It is
assumed that the output of the hash functions, Pwi and nonce are of 128-bit long. Memory needed to store parameters in
smart card is around 512-bits and at server is 256-bits.The communication cost from client to server is 256-bits and
during login phase server to client is 540-bits.Sizes of images during login phase is 540kb.Based on the above data it
can be concluded that the scheme is efficient. Because most of the calculations are based on hash function, these
functions are considered to be efficient.
6.2. Comparison of the proposed scheme with other graphical password schemes
Compared to [25] proposed scheme is better, it is resistant to shoulder surfing attack while [25] is not secure
against shoulder surfing attack. The proposed scheme is also better than [27], this scheme does not provide security
towards stolen verifier attack whereas our scheme is secure against stolen verifier attack as it does not maintain
password table at server

7. Conclusion and Future Work
A Two-Factor Verification Scheme proposed in this paper using a graphical password for a Web-Based
authentication tool, besides it also avoids the use of a verifier table at the server for completing the user verification.
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The security analysis, in addition to the POC implementation of the proposed framework, is discussed in this paper.
This paper proves the strength of the framework in terms of security against common or automated attacks. The POC
(after customizing it as per requirements) can be integrated well with any of the online financial services for secure
authentication of a web user. This scheme has been implemented with java technologies. Security is analyzed for the
possible attacks. Still needs concrete analysis against common attacks such as Phishing attack, SQL injection, and
guessing attack
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